SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Ready to figure out your social media marketing strategy?
If you’re overwhelmed or don’t know where to start, you’re definitely not alone.
Because social media isn’t as straightforward as it used to be. Not by a long shot.
From choosing the right channels to figuring out your content strategy, analysis paralysis is a serious
problem for marketers today.
That’s why we put together a comprehensive guide to creating a social media marketing plan from scratch.
A succinct strategy will help your brand tackle its goals with a sense of purpose. Below is a step-by-step
social media marketing guide to help you identify your social goals, engage audiences and optimize your
results:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set meaningful social marketing goals
Research your target audience
Establish your most important metrics
Create and Curate engaging social content

1. Set goals that make sense for your business

First things first: you need to figure out what you want out of social media at large. Because coming up
with a social media plan means having an end-game in mind.
Whether that means more dollars and cents from your existing social presence or amping up your reach
with new followers is totally up to you.
What matters is that you set realistic social media goals We recommend tackling smaller objectives that
allow you to scale your social efforts in a way that’s both reasonable and affordable.
Increase brand awareness. To create authentic and lasting brand awareness, avoid solely publishing
promotional messages. Instead, focus on content that emphasizes your personality or values first.
Generate leads and sales. Whether online or in-store, followers aren’t going to make social purchases by
accident. For example, are you about alerting customers about new products and promos?
Grow your brand’s audience. Bringing new followers into the fold means finding ways to introduce your
brand to folks who haven’t heard of you before.
Increase community engagement. Find ways to grab the attention of your current followers. This means
experimenting with messaging and content. For example, does your brand promote user generated
comments and hashtags?
Increase web traffic. If you’re laser-focused on generating leads or traffic to your website, social media
can make it happen. Whether through promotional posts or social ads, keeping an eye on conversions
and URL clicks can help you better determine your Return on investment from social media.

Top tip! Pick one goal and work on it for a set period of time
Choose your first goal from the set listed above

2. Research your target audience

Making assumptions is a dangerous game for marketers.
And thanks to the sheer wealth of demographic data and social media analytics tools out there, you really
don’t have to anymore. So much of what you need to know about your audience to influence your social
media marketing strategy is already out in the open.
Take today’s social media demographics. These numbers speak directly to which networks your brand
should approach and what types of content to publish. Here are some key takeaways:
•
•
•
•

Facebook and YouTube are both prime places for ads due in part to their high-earning user bases.
The majority of Instagram’s are millennials or Gen Z, signalling the strength of bold, eye-popping
content that oozes with personality.
Women vastly outnumber men on Pinterest, which is noted to boast the highest average order value
for social shoppers.
LinkedIn’s user base is well-educated, making it a hub for in-depth, industry-specific content that
might be more complicated than what you see on Facebook or Twitter.

See how no platform is one-size-fits-all?
And although the demographics data above gives you insight into each channel, what about your own
customers? Further analysis needs to be done before you can truly know your customer demographics on
social media.
Do you already have a social media presence you can measure? Hit up the insights tab on your social media
accounts and record the ages and gender. Use the table below

Platform
Facebook
Facebook
Instagram
Pinterest
YouTube
Linked In

Men/Women
9% / 89%

13 – 17
0 / 0.18

18 – 24
0.7/3

25-34
3/33

45-54
2/36

55-64
2/10

65+
0.7/2

3. Establish your most important metrics

No matter what you’re selling, your social media strategy should be data-driven. That means focusing on the
social media metrics that matter. The hiding of “Likes” on Facebook and Instagram should be an eye-opener
for businesses today. Rather than focus on vanity metrics, brands are tasked with dig into data that aligns
directly with their goals. Metrics marketers should keep an eye on are…
Reach
Clicks

How many users saw your post?
Is the content spreading across social media? How many shares?

Did your post have a link? How many clicks did it garner?
Did user click on the content you posted? Was it a video or photo?
Engagement
The total number of social interactions divided by the number of impressions. This all about seeing
who interacted, their willingness to get involved and as a result the quality of your audience.
Hashtag performance
What were your most used hashtags on your own side? Which hashtags were most associated with
your brand? Or what hashtags created the most engagement? Having these answers can help shape
the focus of your content going forward.
Organic and paid likes
Beyond a standard Like count, these interactions are attributed to paid or organic content. For
channels like Facebook, organic engagement is much harder to gain traction, which is why many
brands turn to Facebook Ads. However, earning organic likes on Instagram isn’t quite as difficult.
Knowing these differences can help you budget both your ad spend and the time you invest in
different formats.
Head back to your most recent post across your socials lets measure these.

Platform

Reach

Clicks

Engagement

Facebook
Facebook
Instagram
Pinterest
YouTube
Linked In

193

24

193/24 = 8%

Hashtag
Performance

Organic
Likes
1

Paid Likes
N/A

4. Create and Curate engaging social content

Your social media marketing strategy is obviously centred around content. At this point, you should have
a pretty good idea of what to publish based on your goal and brand identity. Similarly, you probably feel
confident in which networks to cover. But what does engaging social content look like and how do you
make it happen? The principles below can help.
Sticking to content themes

One of the toughest challenges to visual content is creating it on a day-to-day basis. According to data onethird of marketers struggle with creating compelling visuals. This highlights how important highly-visual
content is to marketers and the people they want to reach. That’s why building content themes is a great
approach to sectioning out your content.
Sticking to a content theme makes it easier to build out your content calendar.
For example, you might cycle between;
• memes,
• product photos and
• user-generated content
• while sticking to a rotating color scheme.

User-generated content allows your followers to serve as billboards and provides an incentive for customers
to interact with you. Whether it’s using a hashtag or posting a photo, encouraging customer content is a
smart move for boosting your engagement rate. Similarly, never pass up an opportunity to interact or pick
your followers’ brains. Even something as simple as asking a question or posting a poll can do the trick.
Stories and time-sensitive content

Tapping into your followers’ FOMO (fear of missing out), Stories content on Instagram and Facebook is only
going to become more important. Simply put, Stories are both interactive and can’t-miss. Popping up first in
your followers’ feeds by default, such content can help your brand’s account “skip the line” and stay fresh in
your audience’s minds. Take your followers behind the scenes and make your socials social!

Final Notes,
This might seem like a lot, the key is to work on just one aspect at a time. Really take the time to absorb
what your doing, execute it well and with thought then give it time to take effect and start to resonate with
your audience 1-2 weeks. Then step back and look at the data. Recognise which posts received the most
attention and how that connects with you goal. Then the solution to social media becomes much clearer…
Do more of what works!
Don’t forget to note down any questions you have and hit us up in the Creative Enterprise Group on
facebook for a Live Q & A session.

